Campus Council on Academic Standards and Curriculum Meeting
Oct 8, 10-11:30am via Zoom

Present: Grace Lasker (Chair), Ceri Nishihara, Yusuf Pisan, Rob Turner, Avery Shinneman

Guests: Jung Lee, Cinnamon Hillyard, Rachael Gilchrist, Pam Lundquist, Lindsay Blackie

Chair led a round of introductions and an overview of CCASC’s role and UWB curriculum processes. Discussed CCASC priorities for 2021-22. Chair will report to EC with CCASC charge letter at Oct 26. Chair encouraged council to attend UWCM training sessions.

Curriculum Reviewed:

B ACCT 522
International Accounting
CCASC Recommendation: 
CCASC Decision: APPROVED

B HLTH 536
Managing Fiscal Performance in Healthcare
CCASC Recommendation: Clarify what was added to justify increase from 2 to 4 credits. Clarify that class is not cross listed. Clean up syllabus formatting (i.e. areas where there is text but not heading)
CCASC Decision: RETURN THROUGH CCASC

B HLTH 540
Health Informatics
CCASC Recommendation: Suggest wording LOs as objectives rather than outcomes. Clarify what was added to justify increase from 2 to 4 credits. Clarify that class is not cross listed. Clean up syllabus formatting (i.e. areas where there is text but not heading)
CCASC Decision: RETURN THROUGH CCASC

Minutes submitted by Dawn Moncalieri
Meeting adjourned at 11:00am
Next meeting will be Oct 22 @ 10am